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Each year, hundreds of thousands of boats travel across the globe carrying over 
80% of the world’s cargo. With all of these boats traveling all over the world, it is 
important to understand the organisms which live in and on the boats. This study looks at 
the extent to which bacteria can colonize ships. The potential for microbes from the water 
to colonize boats is an understudied, yet important topic which affects ecosystems and 
human health. Because of increasingly affordable metagenomic tools, it is now possible 
to characterize microbial communities in more detail than has been affordable and or 
practical in the past. Ballast water is intentionally taken onto a ship to increase stability 
and safety, and it has been shown to be a key vector in the spread of some non-native 
species. Because bacteria are ubiquitous in most environments, they have potential to be 
transported on ships in additional ways. Bilge water collects at the bottom of all boats and 
is another potential vector for the spread of non-native species. Additionally, bacteria 
frequently colonize underwater surfaces, making the outside surfaces of a boat another 
likely location for colonization by water microbes. Using a large data set collected from 
20 ports in five regions of the world (Asia, Europe, east and west coasts U.S.A. and Great 
Lakes U.S.A.) we explore how the boat microbial community is similar to the water. We 
do this with  microbial diversity analysis and source tracking software. The results from 
the source tracking software showed on average 40% of the bilge bacterial community 
and 52% of the hull bacterial community were sourced from the water. This suggests that 
microbes from the port water colonize a boat and have potential to travel with that boat. 
Source tracking analysis attributed an average of 60% of the bilge bacterial community 
and 48% of the hull bacterial community to unknown sources. To further quantify these 
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unknown sources, we investigated air and dock as potential sources to the boat 
microbiome. After analysis with source tracking software, we showed that air contributed 
minimally to the boat microbiome (<1%) while dock contributed to the hull and transom 
of the boat (14-64%). This suggests that the dock may be an underappreciated source of 
microorganisms to the boat microbial community. In conclusion, this study shows that 
the microbial community of a boat is strongly influenced by its surroundings. We show 
that several sources (water, dock and air) contribute to the boat microbial community.
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1 A Brief History of Invasive Species and Ballast Water 
Human activity has resulted in the spread of many organisms around the globe. Not 
every species that is displaced becomes invasive, but many displaced organisms do have 
long lasting impacts on ecosystems1. Throughout recent history, many species have been 
moved around the world at speeds which would be impossible without anthropogenic 
influence. According to the Federal Invasive Species Advisory Committee, an invasive 
species is an alien species which is likely to cause economic or environmental harm or is 
likely to have a negative impact on human health2. Once a species is in a non-native 
ecosystem, it is possible for the non-native species to become invasive if it becomes 
established, in which case its population may grow quickly without natural predators to 
keep its populations in check. Oftentimes, these invasive species can out-compete native 
species for habitat and/or resources. Costs of environmental damages and other expenses 
related to invasive species add up to around $120 billion USD per year3. 
One of the widely recognized routes for transport of non-native species is ballast 
water4-8. Table 1.1 summarizes a few examples of invasive species which were initially 
transported by ballast water. One such species is the comb jellyfish (Mnemiopsis leidyi), a 
species common in South America, was first discovered in Russia in 19829. Ballast water 
was blamed for its transport 6. Without natural predators the population of comb jellyfish 
grew unchecked and decimated the anchovy industry by 19897. The brackish water corbula 
(Potamocorbula amurensis), native to Asia, was first noticed in San Francisco Bay, 
California in 1986. Its numbers quickly increased to 10,000 individuals per square meter. 
Its most likely mode of transport was ballast water 5. In 1988, the zebra mussel (Driessena 
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polymorpha), a species native to Eastern Europe and Western Russia 10, was first noticed 
in Lake St. Clair. This was the first instance of the zebra mussel being found in the Great 
Lakes region; soon they were found dominating nearly every submerged surface in Lakes 
Huron and Erie8. Additional organisms of concern according to the International Maritime 
Organization include Asian kelp (Undaria pinnatifidia), European green crab (Carcinus 
maenaus) and the North Pacific Seastar (Astarias amurensis)11. While the spread of 
macroscopic eukaryotic organisms has been fairly well-documented, very few studies have 
been dedicated to studying the potential for microorganisms to be spread in the same ways 
as eukaryotic organisms. While bacteria can be transported in ballast water12, due to their 
small size and ubiquitous nature they also have the potential to be transported by ships in 
additional ways as well, including biofilms (on the boat’s hull or inside ballast tanks) or in 
the bilge water13, 14.  
Species Native Location Invasive Location Year 





Brackish water corbula 
(Potamocorbula amurensis) 












Japan, Korea, China San Francisco Bay,  
California, U.S.A. 
2009 
European green crab 
(Carcininus maenaus) 
North-east Atlantic 
Ocean & Baltic Sea 
North and South 
America 
1950s 
North Pacific Seastar 
(Astarias amurensis) 
North eastern Asia U.S.A., Australia, 
Tasmania 
1986 
Table 1.1 Summary of invasive species discussed in this review 
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Here we will focus specifically on boats and shipping as transporters of 
microorganisms. While the current regulations are designed to be effective at preventing 
the spread of macroscopic eukaryotes in ballast water, here I will summarize available 
literature to evaluate the effectiveness of current regulations at preventing the spread of 
harmful bacteria.  
The idea of invasive microorganisms is a relatively new idea which needs further 
investigation. Preventing the spread of invasive species is important to protect ecosystems 
and human health. The goal of this literature review is to summarize the available 
information surrounding this emerging issue and suggest directions for future research to 
enable future management. 
1.1 Ships as a vector for transport of microorganisms 
There are many means by which organisms can be transported on ships. Here, we 
primarily focus on three methods for microorganisms to utilize a ship as a means of 
transport: (1) ballast water, (2) surface adhesion and formation of biofilms, either on the 
outside hull of the ship, or on the inside of the ballast tank, and (3) in bilge water which 
collects at the bottom of the boat.  
The most well-known and frequently discussed of these means for biological 
transport is ballast water (Figure 1.1). Ballast water is taken from the port onboard a ship 
in the ballast tanks to stabilize a ship during its voyage15.  Ballast water can contain a 
variety of organisms from one port which is then discharged into a different port4. Shipping 
regulations have been put in place by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) to 
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prevent further spread of nuisance invasive species through ballast water11. Because water 
cannot be completely flushed out of the ballast tanks, ballast water exchanges are actually 
diluting the water in the ballast tanks, not completely exchanging water. One study noted 
95% new water in ballast tanks after the tank was flushed the required three times 16. 
Unfortunately, this bacteria in this leftover water also has the potential to re-colonize fresh 
water which is taken up into the ballast tanks.  
 
Figure 1.1: Ballast tanks are filled with port water to stabilize the ship during a voyage15. 
Hull fouling is one of the most underestimated means of transport for aquatic 
nuisance species, according to the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (Figure 1.2)17. 
Bacteria are often the first to colonize a submerged surface, leading the way for eukaryotic 
organisms to also colonize the boat’s surface. Biofouling is estimated to cost the U.S. Navy 
$56 million annually, including increased fuel consumption (because of added drag from 
fouling) and costs related to hull cleaning and re-painting18. Biofilms are formed when 
bacteria colonize a surface, these stable communities can persist on a vessel during transit. 
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If organisms detach from a biofilm after the vessel has moved to a different body of water, 
this can also lead to introduction of non-native species into new environments.  
 
Figure 1.2 Bacteria form biofilms on submerged surfaces19. 
Many boats have an area in the bottom known as the bilge compartment (Figure 
1.3) which collects rainwater runoff and ocean water which enters through small leaks in 
the hull or splashes over the side. The bilge water which collects here is often contaminated 
with waste fuel and engine oil as they occasionally leak inside the boat. Boats with fuel 
compartments, inboard engines and drive shafts are among the most likely types of boats 
to leak oil and other hydrocarbons into their bilge compartments20. Microorganisms are 
present in nearly every environment on earth21, however, to date there have been few 
studies to characterize the microbial community of the bilge water14. Very little work has 
been done to characterize the microbial community of bilge water on different vessels, we 
do not know if bilge water is a significant mechanism by which bacteria can be transported 
on boats.  
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Currently, we do not have a good understanding of the extent to which each part of 
the boat reflects the microbial community in the water. Because of this we do not know if 
there is potential for non-native species from the water to be transported in the bilge 
compartment and in the hull. Studies are needed to characterize the microbial community 
of these location on a boat and to determine to what extent this microbial community in 
that location is influenced by the port water where the boat spends its time. Studies are also 
needed to investigate the importance of microbial sources other than water as sources to 
the boat microbiome.   
 
Figure 1.3 Visualization of the bilge compartment. Many boats are equipped with this 
compartment to collect rainwater and any water which enters the hull from the ocean22. 
1.2 Port Microbiomes 
Busy ports which experience high levels of ship traffic are most likely to experience 
a newly introduced species23. Worldwide, about 10 billion tons of ballast water are moved 
around the world annually as ships transport 80% of the world’s trade24. However, limited 
research has characterized the microbial communities of boats and port water to determine 
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whether or not there is a concern for invasive microbes. Without a better understanding of 
biogeography, it is impossible to evaluate the potential for invasive microbes. 
The Port of Singapore is among the busiest ports in the world, with 140,000 vessels 
arriving each year; they also have an influx of about 2.33 billion gross tons of ballast water 
per year 25. In 2015, a study compared the harbor water and the ballast water of three ships 
calling at the Port of Singapore. This study found that the harbor water contained a 
significant number of pathogens, higher than the allowed number of pathogens in ballast 
water according to the International Maritime Organization’s (IMO) regulations26. The 
presence of human, animal and plant pathogens in ballast water and harbor water suggests 
that the currently accepted methods of exchanging ballast water mid ocean during a voyage 
are not effective at removing potentially problematic bacteria from the ballast tanks12.The 
presence of human and plant pathogens in ballast water is of concern and there is need to 
ensure that vessels are not speeding the spread of pathogens around the world with our 
cargo.  
It is difficult to know if current shipping regulations are adequate because so little 
is known about the microbial communities of both boats and ports. Future studies should 
aim to further characterize the microbial biogeography of different regions of the world as 
well as individual shipping ports. This will help us to determine whether or not there is 
potential for microorganisms to be moved out of place and become harmful to an 
ecosystem or to human health. As the cost of sequencing continues to decline, and more 
effective metagenomic tools are developed27, 28, studies which would have been 
unimaginable only a few years ago will become practical to carry out to better understand 
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the biogeography of microbial communities and the potential for movement of microbial 
species from one location to another. 
1.3 Pathogens in Ballast water are an Emerging Problem 
 Until now, the discussion about invasive species has been largely focused on 
eukaryotic nuisance species. However, transport of microorganisms on ships is an 
emerging issue29. Ships have a high potential to transport microorganisms from place to 
place. It has been estimated that 1019 bacteria are transported on ships throughout the world 
on a daily basis 30.  In one study, it was noted that bacteria and viruses exceeded other 
taxonomic groups in ballast water by 6-8 orders of magnitude31. A higher number of 
species transported in ballast water increases the likelihood of the species being able to 
colonize a new area in which it is discharged from the ship21. 
Additionally, microorganisms have many physiological adaptations including 
asexual reproduction and dormancy which aid them in successful colonization of a new 
environment1, 21. These facts taken together suggest that it may be challenging to create 
regulations which will protect against harmful microorganisms. Regulations to protect our 
environment and our health must be made with bacteria in mind. Because bacteria have 
certain adaptations which can make it difficult to remove them from surfaces, future 
research will need to find creative ways to prevent bacteria from colonizing boats32. This 
could be done through abiotic surfaces or chemical treatments which are effective at killing 
bacteria with minimal environmental impact. 
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Pathogens have a direct impact on human health, so pathogens in ballast water has 
been a large area of concern. Most studies on bacterial communities in ballast water have 
focused on pathogens. Over 30 different pathogens have been detected in the ballast water 
of ships, including human pathogens: Listeria monocytogenes, Mycobacterium spp., 
Aeromonas spp., Pseudomonas spp., Vibrio spp., Staphylococcus spp., Klebsiella spp., 
Salmonella enterica, Stenotrophomonas maltophilia and Ralstonia pickettii 12. A study in 
2000 looked at pathogens in ballast water from ships entering the Chesapeake Bay after 
foreign voyages. They found Vibrio cholerae (the bacteria responsible for causing Cholera 
in humans) in samples from 93% of the ships30. The International Maritime Organization’s 
website lists Vibrio cholerae as an organism of concern; Vibrio spp. thrive in warm and 
shallow coastal waters and are especially a problem in developing countries with poor 
sanitation11.  
Previous studies have focused on the abundances of pathogens in different 
locations. However, it is also possible that non-pathogenic microorganisms may be 
transported by vessels and have an impact.  Therefore, studies are also needed to quantify 
the microbial biogeography of different shipping ports in order to fully understand the risks 
of transporting microbial communities by boat.  
1.4 Ballast Tanks are a Selective Environment 
Ballast tanks are a unique environment which select for microorganisms with 
certain adaptations. In 2008, Qi et. al studied ballast water samples from five cargo ships 
calling at the port of Houston were analyzed for bacterial diversity12, 16; they found that the 
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ship which did not conduct a ballast water exchange had the highest microbial diversity in 
its ballast water, because it had not been diluted by water from the ocean12,16. Ongoing 
studies are needed to look at which areas on a boat are most likely for microbes to colonize 
and how to prevent this colonization, whether in the ballast tank or on the surface of the 
boat. 
Additionally, Qi et. al also found that certain organisms were favored in ballast 
tanks. Cyanobacteria significantly decreased in the ballast samples compared to typical 
marine samples.  This makes sense considering the lack of light in a ballast tank and the 
phototrophic nature of Cyanobacteria. While Cyanobacteria can be mixotrophic, it is 
unlikely that they could compete with other species in ballast tanks using a secondary 
metabolism. Despite the ballast water uptake in very different regions of the world, the 
ballast samples from the different ships had 78 bacterial species in common12. This finding 
suggests when water is in the ballast tank for an extended period of time the environment 
of the ballast tank selects for certain organisms.  This suggests that merely diluting the 
ballast water by performing ballast water exchanges is inadequate to remove microbes from 
the ballast water, because the ballast tank is a harsh environment which favors some 
organisms over others.  
1.5 Biofilms Cause Complications 
Any surface which is exposed to bacteria is likely to be colonized13, 21. Ballast tanks 
have a high surface-area-to-volume ratio and because of this there is a potential for biofilms 
to form inside the tanks 23. These colonies are referred to as “biofilms”.  Biofilms offer 
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several advantages to bacteria over the planktonic lifestyle. Bacteria living in biofilms 
secrete a polysaccharide layer which offers protection from their environment and allows 
the bacteria living in the community to maintain their favorable niche in the environment21. 
However, biofilms can be problematic for humans when they colonize certain areas, such 
as implanted medical devices13 causing infections, or in pipes, and fuel storage tanks 
leading to blockages and corrosion of metal21. On ships, there are two main places where 
the formation of biofilms might be a reason for concern: ballast tanks and the outside hull 
of the ship. Biofilms can cause fouling of the interior of the hull which can damage the 
boat leading to the need for repair. 
Some researchers have suggested that ballast water exchanges are not effective at 
removing bacteria from ballast tanks. A study published in 2010 supported the idea that 
biofilms form inside of ballast tanks. They compared microbial communities in ballast 
tanks from ships which had exchanged their water at sea to ships which did not exchange 
their water. Surprisingly, the results of this comparison did not show significant differences 
in microbial communities between the two groups, suggesting that exchanging ballast 
water at sea is not sufficient to change the bacterial community in the ballast tank 33. 
1.6 Bilge Water as a Means of Transport 
Bilge water is often contaminated with oil and other pollutants. According to the 
IMO, ships are required to clean environmental contaminants from the bilge water before 
releasing it into the environment, but they are not required to treat bilge water to remove 
biological organisms before release. This allows for the possibility that pathogens and 
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invasive bacteria are being released into the environment. To date there are no studies 
looking specifically at bacterial diversity in the bilge water on boats. 
In 2016 hydrocarbon degrading bacteria including Cycloclasticus spp. 12 and 
Pseudomonas spp.  34 were discovered in bilge samples from ships. The presence of these 
microbes suggests contamination of bilge water with fuel oil selects for known oil-
degrading taxa 12. Due to the elevated level of hydrocarbons in bilge water, an effective 
means of treating bilge water is necessary to avoid further pollution of the environment 14, 
35. 
Although current regulations only require ships to either dispose of bilge water at 
an onshore facility or treat it with an onboard oily water separator before disposing of bilge 
water (IMO, 2018), the presence of hydrocarbon degrading microbes in bilge water 
suggests that microbes are being transported in bilge water. Studies further characterizing 
microbial communities colonizing bilge water would provide us with the needed 
knowledge to evaluate bilge water as an additional means for microorganisms to be 
transported on ships. Bilge water, unlike ballast water, is a smaller volume and is passively 
picked up as the boat travels, through rainwater run off or ocean splash. Because of these 
characteristics, it is fairly implausible that macroscopic species could be transported in 
bilge water. It is possible that microorganisms could be transported in bilge water and that 
these microorganisms could potentially cause a problem in a new ecosystem.  
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1.7 Current Water Regulations 
The world’s oceans are not governed by a single entity, so many countries must 
work together to keep the oceans safe and to protect the world from pollution (Table 1.2). 
The IMO is put in place by the United Nations to develop fair and effective international 
maritime laws36. The IMO has the ability to make rules that govern the oceans, excluding 
the water within 200 miles of the shoreline which is considered the “Economic Trade 
Zone” of the country in which the shoreline is located 36. In the United States Economic 
Trade Zone, regulations on ballast water are made by the U.S. Coast Guard and the U.S. 





• Open water more than 200 nautical miles 
from shore. 
• Outside of the economic trade zone 
United States Coast Guard 
United States Environmental 
Protection Agency 
• United States waters 
Table 1.2 Summary of jurisdiction over water 
Throughout the last few decades, the rate of bio-invasions has continued to increase 
steadily at a worrisome rate11. International regulations of ballast water have been 
established by the IMO to prevent further spread of invasive and non-native organisms. 
These regulations are constantly being revised by the IMO, the U.S. Coast Guard and the 
EPA as more research is done.  
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According to the IMO’s regulations, ships are required to exchange their ballast 
water during voyages to reduce the likelihood of introducing invasive species24. This 
exchange of ballast water is known by many different names such as mid ocean exchange38 
or ballast water exchange 12 but the principle is the same: ballast water must be exchanged 
at least 200 nautical miles from shore at a depth of at least 200 meters11. When that is 
impossible, ships are asked to exchange their ballast water at least 50 nautical miles from 
shore (or as far away from land as possible) at a depth of at least 200 meters24. The rationale 
behind this is that coastal-dwelling organisms will not survive in the open ocean, which is 
more saline than their home coastal environments12. However, ships which transit along 
the coast and never travel farther than 200 nautical miles from shore are not usually 
required to exchange their ballast water and have the potential to transport pathogens and 
other bacteria between ports12. 
The current regulations are mostly concerned with the presence of pollutants in 
bilge water. Studies are needed to characterize the microbial community in bilge water to 
determine whether or not bilge water is a mechanism by which harmful microorganisms 
can be transported via ships so that appropriate legislation can be put in place. 
1.8 Future Research needs 
In addition to ballast tank biofilms, there is potential for biofilms to form on 
additional parts of the boat such as the hull, transom and inside the bilge compartment. 
While not the goals of this work, research is still needed to evaluate potential for organisms 
to spread through biofilms on other areas of the boat. The microbial communities of these 
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places on the boat should also be characterized to determine the diversity and stability of 
these communities and whether or not these are potential places from which microbes can 
spread as the boat travels. 
When invasive or non-endemic eukaryotes are found in a new location, they are 
generally easy to observe because it is well-defined which organisms belong in each 
location, region or ecosystem. Before we can determine the potential for invasive 
microbes, we must first quantify and define the microbial communities in different 
regions of the world, because the microbial biogeography of the world is largely 
unknown. This will help us understand the distribution of microbial communities through 
space across different regions of the world and throughout the different shipping ports. 
This is a major gap in our current understanding which needs to be addressed before we 
can determine if there is such a thing as an invasive microorganism. To our knowledge, 
the microbial diversity of most shipping ports has not been characterized. While not the 
focus of ths current study, there is a need to classify 1) whether or not there is a distinct 
difference in biogeography of microbial communities in shipping ports across the world 
and 2) whether or not microorganisms moving from one location to another can upset the 
equilibrium of microbial communities in shipping ports. 
1.9 Study Goals 
There is also need for further research to address the microbial diversity of 
various locations on boats and a need for more in depth study of the potential or 
microorganims in the water through which vessels pass to colonize and be transported by 
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those vessels.  Technological advances such as increased affordability of  sequencing and 
the development of new bioinformatic tools make such studies feasible. Previous studies 
have shown that microbes can persist in tanks after ballast water exchanges and have 
demonstrated the ability of microorganisms to colonize surfaces. However, very little is 
known about the microbial community of the different areas of a boat. Future research is 
needed to classify 1) whether or not a boat represents the port water it passes through and 
2) if the boat can pick up microbial signatures from one location which will perisist when 
it travels to another location. 
Curently, we lack the understanding of boat microbial communities and shipping 
ports we need to determine the potential for boats to carry port microbes. Studies are 
needed to 1) quantify the microbial communities of boats, 2) quantify the sources of 
microbes which influence the microbial community of a boat and the extent to which 
each source influences the boat, 3) determine if each location has a unique microbial 
signature which can be identified by source tracking software or machine learning and 4) 
whether or not this signature (if it exists) persists when the boat travels to a new location. 
Due to the limited number of studies which have been done on the microbiome of 
bilge water, at this time we do not know if treatment of bilge water should also be 
regulated to prevent the spread of pathogens and/or prevent the introduction of invasive 
microorganisms. More studies should be done in this area to 1) characterize the microbial 
communities of bilge water, 2) determine if the bilge microbial community is seeded by 
the microbial community of the water that the boat is in (and whether the design of the 
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boat affects this), and 3) determine a safe acceptable limit for the concentration of 
microorganisms in bilge water.  
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2 A Global comparison of the bacterial communities of 
bilge water, boat surfaces and external port water 
2.1 Introduction 
The ability of organisms to enter specific compartments of boats and colonize boat 
surfaces has contributed to the spread of invasive species.  Ballast water is one of the most 
widely recognized routes for transport of invasive species39-43. Invasive species often out-
compete native species for habitat and/or resources, costing an estimated $120 billion USD 
annually 3. In contrast to many studies on invasive macroscopic species, few studies have 
evaluated the ability of microorganisms to colonize ships and the environmental impact of 
moving microorganisms around the world. Microorganisms are present in most 
environments 44 and are an important consideration in ballast water management. Water-
borne pathogens are a growing concern worldwide12, 45, 46. In one study, Vibrio cholerae 
were found in ballast samples from 93% of ships sampled45. Over 30 unique pathogens 12 
and viruses 47 have been detected in the ballast water of ships. 
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) was put in place by the United 
Nations to develop international maritime laws and shipping regulations48. According to 
the IMO, ships are required to undergo a ballast water exchange at least 200 nautical miles 
from shore at a depth of more than 200 meters49. The rationale is that coastal organisms 
will not survive in the higher salinity open ocean12. When ballast water exchange is 
impossible, ships are required to discharge less than 10 viable organisms per cubic meter 
of ballast water and to ensure that indicator microbes discharged do not exceed specified 
limits. These limits require that there be < 1 CFU (colony forming unit) of  V. cholerae per 
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100 mL of water, < 205 CFU of E. coli per 100 mL of water and < 100 CFU of Intestinal 
Enterococci per 100 mL of water49. This can be carried out by chemically treating ballast 
water with an on-board ballast water treatment system.  
While bacteria can be transported in ballast water 12, 50, they may be transported on 
ships in additional ways, including on the boat’s hull or in bilge water 13, 51.  Very few 
studies have investigated the microbial diversity of bilge water. Biofilms can form both on 
boat surfaces and in the bilge and offer bacteria protection and a constant environment 44. 
Biofilms can cause biofouling which is estimated to cost the U.S. Navy $56 million 
annually 52. Bilge water collects in the bottom of boats and comes from rainwater runoff, 
splash over the side of the boat or through small leaks in the propeller seal. The bilge is 
typically located near the engine and also collects waste fuel and oil which leaks from the 
engine. Boats with inboard engines and drive shafts are most likely to leak pollutants into 
their bilge compartments 53. When the water reaches a certain level, the bilge water is 
pumped into the environment. According to the IMO, ships are required to clean 
environmental contaminants from the bilge before disposal, but are not required to remove 
biological organisms 54. It is possible that pathogens, invasive bacteria or single-celled 
eukaryotes are being released into new environments when bilge water is discharged.  
In this study we compared the microbial community composition of bilge water, 
boat surfaces and port water from 20 different ports in five regions around the world 
(Asia, Europe, East Coast U.S.A., West Coast U.S.A. and Great Lakes, U.S.A.). The 
microbial community composition was measured on two places on the boats: (1) boat 
surfaces (“swab” samples), and (2) bilge water. Both port water and boat samples were 
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collected in each of the 20 locations. Samples were collected from boats which spend the 
majority of their time in the same port. The goal of this research is to characterize the 
microbial communities of shipping vessels and ports, expanding on the limited literature 
on microorganisms in bilge water, investigating the extent to which the bacterial 
community of a boat is influenced by the port water in which it spends the majority of its 
time.  We hypothesized that the microbial community on boats throughout the world are 
influenced by the microbial community in the water, and that the bilge water and swabs 
will reflect the water microbial community. We will test this by looking for statistically 
significant differences in richness, evenness and between-sample differences between the 
boat sites and the port water. Additionally, we will use source tracking software to 
determine how much of the boat microbial community was sourced from the port water. 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Sample Collection 
Samples were collected from 20 different shipping ports on three continents 
during summer 2017 (U.S.A.: Seattle, WA; Los Angeles, CA; Oakland, CA; Duluth, 
MN; Green Bay, WI; Keweenaw, MI; Baltimore, MD; Charleston, SC; Galveston, TX; 
New Orleans, LA; New York, NY; and Norfolk, VA. Europe: Martigues, France; Naples, 
Italy; Rotterdam, Netherlands; Venice, Italy; and Wilhelmshaven, Germany. Asia: Busan, 
South Korea; Hong Kong; and Singapore). Additionally, samples for the ports in the 
Great Lakes Region (Keweenaw Peninsula, MI; Duluth, MN; and Green Bay, WI) were 
also collected during the fall of 2017. At each port approximately 30 surface water 
samples were taken at a range of sites throughout each port (Table S1).  For the port 
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water samples, one liter of water was filtered through a glass fiber pre-filter and a 0.2 µm 
pore size polyether sulfone (PES) post-filter using a peristaltic pump.   The filters were 
stored in Zymo RNA/DNA shield (Zymo Research Corporation, Irvine CA) for transport 
back to the lab, where they were stored at -80 °C until processing. A more comprehensive 
analysis of the port water bacterial communities and the differences between locations is 
described in Ghannam et al (unpublished data). 
In addition to port water samples, samples of bilge water and boat surfaces were 
also collected from the vessels used for port water sample collection in each port 
location. To the best of our knowledge, all of the boats sampled for this study spent the 
majority of their time in the home port. The boats chosen for sampling as part of this 
study were primarily fishing vessels and local research vessels, which are used primarily 
in the port area and surrounding local waters. These boats were chosen to represent a 
range of smaller vessels with inboard and outboard engines (Table S1). Bilge water 
samples were collected from the bilge compartment on each boat; approximately 250 mL 
of bilge water was collected and filtered through a glass fiber pre-filter and a 0.2 µm PES 
filter. On each boat, three sites from the external surfaces were sampled (hull, transom 
and deck). Boat surface samples were collected using Puritan sterile polyester tipped 
swabs. For the three sites on each boat, three swabs were collected and placed into a 
single tube. All swab samples were collected just above the waterline. All samples (filters 
and swabs) were stored in Zymo RNA/DNA shield (Zymo Research Corporation, Irvine 
CA) for shipment to the lab.  Upon return to the lab, samples were frozen at -80 ℃ until 
further analysis was performed.  
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2.2.2 DNA extraction and sequencing library preparation 
DNA extractions were performed on half of each filter (both the glass fiber pre-
filter and 0.2 µm PES post-filter) and the other half was stored at -80 ℃ as an archive. 
All three of the swabs were used for the extraction, due to the expected low biomass of 
these samples.  DNA extractions were performed with the ZymoBIOMICS DNA 
Microprep kit (Zymo Research Corporation, Irvine CA). Filter halves were cut into small 
pieces and put into bead tubes according to the ZymoBIOMICS protocol. The 
manufacturers protocol was followed with the following exceptions.  Samples were 
processed in a homogenizer for 200 seconds at 5 m/s and then centrifuged at 12,000 x g 
for one minute. The remaining steps were followed according to the manufacturer’s 
specifications.  16S rRNA sequencing libraries were prepared according to a modified 
version of the Illumina 16S rRNA Metagenomic Sequencing Library Preparation 
protocol. Briefly, an initial PCR was performed using Thermo Scientific Phusion Flash 
PCR Master Mix to amplify the V4 – V5 region of the 16S rRNA gene using the primers 
515YF and 926R 55. The primers 515Y and 926R have been shown to amplify bacterial 
and archaeal 16S rRNA genes, and some eukaryotic 18S rRNA genes.  PCR products 
from the first round of amplification were purified using AxyPrep Mag PCR Clean-Up 
beads according to the protocol in the Illumina 16S rRNA protocol.  A second short-cycle 
(8 cycle) PCR was performed to add Illumina adaptors and indices for multiplexed 
sequencing.  Distinct twelve base pair go-lay barcodes were added to the amplicons for 
each sample. Samples were pooled to result in roughly similar amounts of PCR product 
for each sample.  The pool of 16S rRNA gene products was then diluted to 4 nM and 
sequenced using the Illumina MiSeq.  Sequencing was done using a v3 600-cycle 
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Reagent Kit to produce 2x300 paired end run.  Raw reads were deposited in the SRA 
(Bioproject accession numbers for boat bacterial communities: PRJNA542897 and Port 
bacterial communities PRJNA542890 and PRJNA542685). 
2.2.3 16S rRNA sequence analysis  
Raw 16S rRNA sequencing reads were demultiplexed by the Illumina MiSeq. 
Overlapping paired-end reads were merged, quality filtered, cleansed of internal standard 
(phiX). through the dada2 (divisive amplicon denoising algorithm) package in R56. 
Amplicon sequence variants (ASVs) were then inferred. To account for differences in 
error rates between each of the three separate sequencing runs, error rates were inferred 
for each run independently (from >100M bases). Denoised reads were then merged and 
ASVs were assigned using the SILVA v132 data set.  
2.2.4 Statistical Analysis of 16S rRNA reads  
The majority of analyses were performed in R56. Diversity analysis was 
performed using the phyloseq package57. To begin, our data was rarefied using the 
“rarefy even depth” function in phyloseq to a minimum sample size of 1014 reads. Alpha 
diversity was measured using the “estimate richness” function in phyloseq; the metrics 
Shannon and Observed ASVs were used. To test the hypothesis that there was a 
statistically significant difference in richness and evenness between our samples, a one-
way ANOVA was performed on Observed Species and Shannon diversity. Base R56 was 
used to perform a Tukey HSD post-hoc test to determine if there was a significant 
difference between sample types.   
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To determine if there was sufficient replication in our dataset to detect a statistical 
difference, power analysis was performed using the “pwr”  package in R. Power analysis 
was done to determine if we had sufficient statistical power for an ANOVA analysis 
between the categories of port water, boat surfaces (swab) and bilge water. Power 
analysis showed that for three categories, a sample size of 36.7 was required for a 
significance level of 0.05 and power of 0.8. We have 1,340 port water samples, 121 swab 
samples and 37 bilge samples this indicates that we have sufficient statistical power for 
an ANOVA.   
We also used phyloseq to examine the changes in community composition. 
Principle Coordinates Analysis (PCoA) plots were used to visualize differences in the 
community composition. PCoA analysis was done with Bray Curtis dissimilarity matrix. 
A PERMANOVA was performed to look for statistically significant differences between 
pairwise comparisons of sample types. PERMANOVAs were performed in R using the 
Adonis function in the vegan package58.  Sequences related to chloroplasts and 
mitochondria were removed from our data set before looking at abundances of pathogens 
and Cyanobacteria. 
To understand the potential for the water bacterial community to influence the 
bacterial community on the boat, the ASV table was subset to only include reads 
classified as Cyanobacteria.  Similar diversity analyses to those described above were 
performed on the subset ASV table containing only Cyanobacteria. Similar approaches 
were used to understand the diversity of pathogens: we subset the ASV table to only 
include members from the following genera: Aeromonas, Klebsiella, Legionella, 
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Mycobacterium, Pseudomonas, Ralstonia, Staphylococcus, Stenotrophomonas, Vibrio 
and Yersinia (above 0.5% abundance).  These taxa were chosen because they have been 
previously found in ballast water12.   
The PROPER package in R was used to determine the replication needed for 
sufficient  statistical power to detect significant differences with DESeq analysis59.  The 
replication in our sample set provides a power of 0.82 at a significance level of 0.01.  We 
used the package DESeq260 to calculate the enrichment of specific taxa in each of the 
sample types. A non-rarified ASV table was subset to include only two of the sample 
types (port water, bilge water, or boat surface) and DESeq2 analysis was performed.  
ASVs were considered enriched if they had a log2 fold change of greater than 2 and an 
adjusted p-valued of less than 0.01.  Three comparisons were performed using DESeq2; 
port water versus boat (bilge and swab), port water versus swab, and port water versus 
bilge.  
We used SourceTracker261 to determine the similarity of our boat samples to the 
water as well as to look for bacterial signatures unique to each location. SourceTracker 
uses Latent Dirichlet Allocation and Gibbs sampling to determine  the mixing proportions 
of a sink sample into the source components.  This approach has been used previously to 
understand the sources of microbes on surfaces in the built environment62-64.  Our port 
water samples were used as sources and boat (boat surface and bilge) samples were used 
as sinks. For our ASV table, we used the same table that we had already rarified in 
Phyloseq so we did not rarefy our data in SourceTracker.  The SourceTracker model was 
trained with each of the 20 ports as different sources.  Therefore, the mixing proportions 
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identified in our sink samples included the predicted mixing proportion for all 20 ports in 
each boat sample.  To determine the proportion of the port water bacterial community in 
the boat samples, any proportion that was classified into one of the 20 ports was 
considered as derived from water.  For the classification of home port we only considered 






2.3.1 Overall Microbial Community Diversity 
  To quantify the similarities between the boat microbial community and the 
overlying water, we investigated similarities in the alpha diversity between our three 
types of samples: swab, bilge and port water. For both Shannon and Observed species, 
the mean diversity for the port water samples was higher than the bilge and swab samples 
(Figure 2.1.A). The mean and median Shannon diversity for port water is 4.87 and 4.92, 
respectively. Swab samples have the largest range of Shannon diversity any sample type 
at 4.23. To determine if there was a significant difference in alpha diversity, a one-way 
ANOVA was performed which indicated a significant difference between sample types 
for both diversity metrics (both p-values = < 2e-10, Table A.1). To determine if there was 
a significant difference between sample types, we performed a Tukey HSD post hoc test. 
This test revealed a significant difference for all pairwise comparisons of sample types 
for both diversity metrics (Table A.2 all p-values = < 0.001). The results of the Tukey 
HSD tests confirmed what we already observed on the alpha diversity plots by showing 
significant differences in the alpha diversity between each pair of sample types for both 
metrics. We constructed a PCoA plot to visualize the similarities in microbial community 
composition between these different sample types (Figure 2.1.B). We did this to test our 
hypothesis that the microbial community on the boat reflects the microbial community in 
the water, and to help us to better understand similarities and differences between the 
microbial community in port waters and on the boats which we sampled. Our PCoA plot 
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shows the boat samples (bilge and swab) clustered near to port water samples from their 
respective locations; this indicates that the boat samples are similar to the port water on 
some level. However, the boat samples do not tightly cluster with their respective port on 
the PCoA plot, which suggests that the microbial community on boats has some 
additional characteristics which are distinct from the port water. PERMANOVA analysis 
was performed to test for significant differences in the microbial community composition 
between sample types. Results from the PERMANOVA showed a significant difference 
between each pairwise comparison of sample types (Table A.3), which suggests that there 




Figure 2.11 (A) Figure 1 (A) Alpha diversity of sample types shows a diverse bacterial 
community in each of the sample types. Port water has the most diverse microbial 
community on average followed by swab and bilge bacterial communities, respectively. 
(B) PCoA plot of the microbial community shows the boat samples clustering more 




2.3.2  Differences in abundance between boat and port water 
 To explore the ASVs that explain the observed differences in the boat sites, we 
used DESeq2 to determine the enrichment of specific ASVs across sample types. For the 
full enrichment tables including adjusted p-values, see Supplementary dataset.  When we 
compared port water samples to swab samples, DESeq2 revealed 51 ASVs enriched in 
port water and 8 ASVs enriched in swab samples relative to port water (Figure 2.A).  
Proteobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Cyanobacteria and Actinobacteria were most abundant in 
the port water samples. These taxa showed a substantial log2 fold change was between 
2.0 and 3.8 more in the water relative to the boat. The ASVs enriched in boats were 
classified as members of Proteobacteria and Actinobacteria.  These taxa all showed a 




Figure 2.2 Differential abundance comparisons of microbial community in port water to 
microbial community in the different areas of the boat. (A) Port water vs. swab (boat 
surface) comparison showed 51 ASVs enriched in the port water and 8 ASVs enriched in 
the swab samples. (B) Port water vs. bilge water comparison showed 38 ASVs enriched 
in the port water and no ASVs enriched in the bilge. (C) Port water vs. boat samples 
(bilge and swab) showed 80 ASVs enriched in the port water and 9 ASVs enriched in the 
boat samples. We compared the enrichment of microbial taxa between port water to the 
bilge samples (Figure 2.B). DESeq2 analysis revealed that no ASVs were enriched in 
bilge and 38 ASVs were enriched in port water relative to bilge. The taxa enriched in 
port water were classified from the phyla Cyanobacteria, Bacteroidetes and 
Proteobacteria. These taxa all showed a significant log2 fold change of 5.5 to 3.1 in port 
water relative to the bilge.  
For these DESeq comparisons ASVs identified as differentially abundant must be 
present in the sample type of interest across most of the locations sampled. However, the 
samples in this study were from diverse environments around the world there is likely 
high variation in the microbial communities. Because of differences in microbial 
biogeography across locations, some differences in the microbial communities between 
port water and bilge water could only be observed when comparing smaller sample sets. 
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For example, on average the following phyla were present at higher abundance in bilge 
samples than in port water samples for the specified locations (Table A.4): Actinobacteria 
(Duluth Fall, Green Bay Fall, Keweenaw Summer, Los Angeles, Martigues, Naples, 
Oakland, Rotterdam, Seattle and Singapore), Bacteroidetes (Duluth Fall, Duluth Summer, 
Green Bay Fall and Green Bay Summer, Firmicutes (New York), and Planctomyces 
(Green Bay Fall, Green Bay Summer, Keweenaw Summer, Rotterdam and Venice) 
among others. This suggests that there is not a universal set of ASVs which are selected 
for in the bilge, however, in certain locations it appears that certain ASVs are selected for 
in the bilge relative to port water.   
Additionally, the lack of taxa enriched in the bilge water relative to port water 
might be due in part to the unevenness of our data set (total of 1340 port water samples to 
37 bilge samples). For this reason, we did a third comparison looking for enrichment 
between all boat samples and the port water. DESeq2 analysis revealed that there were 9 
ASVs that were enriched in our boat samples and 80 ASVs that were enriched in port 
water relative to boats (Figure 2.C).  The ASVs enriched in boats were classified from the 
phyla Proteobacteria, Bacteroidetes and Cyanobacteria. These taxa all showed a log2 fold 
change of 2.0 to 4.3. See Supplementary dataset for full enrichment table.  
2.3.3 Pathogens in bilge water and on boat surfaces 
 Due to the previous work showing the presence of pathogens in ballast water, we 
also evaluated our samples for abundance of common pathogens 46. We looked for the 
genera which have been previously found in ballast water 12, 23, 46, 65. We found the 
following genera present in our samples: Aeromonas, Klebsiella, Legionella, 
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Mycobacterium, Pseudomonas, Ralstonia, Staphylococcus, Stenotrophomonas, Vibrio 
and Yersinia. We did not find any of the following genera: Bartonella, Borrelia, 
Campylobacter, Cryptosporidium, Escherichia, Helicobacter, Listeria and Salmonella. 
 
Figure 2.3 Average relative abundance of genera frequently associated with pathogens in 
each sample type. Relative abundances were variable between locations and sample 
types (see Figure A.1 and Figure A.2 for more information). Our port water samples had 
ten unique genera or putative pathogens, while our bilge and swab samples represent 
seven and eight genera, respectively (Figure 2.3). The overall abundance of these genera 
is highest in the swab samples (13.4% of all reads were from genera associated with 
pathogens); port water (4.4% abundance) and bilge (6.0% abundance) have 
comparatively similar abundances of pathogens. The abundance of these genera is highly 
variable across each of our sampling locations (For variance in abundance see Table A.5 
and Figures A.1-A.2). 
 Differential abundance analysis with DESeq2 did not show any enrichment of 
pathogens in one sample type over the others, or in the boat samples relative to the port 
water samples. Similar to the port water versus boat samples comparisons, we are 
comparing samples from diverse locations. For an ASV to be significantly enriched on 
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the boat versus in the water, it would have to be enriched across all of our regions for an 
enrichment to be identified.  
2.3.4 Comparison of bilge water and port water microbial communities 
Despite the significant difference in the microbial community composition 
between port water and boat samples, we wanted to further explore our hypothesis that 
the microbial community of port water influences the microbial community living on the 
boat. In our DESeq2 data, we saw that Cyanobacteria are often one of the dominant phyla 
in port water. However, the bilge compartment is dark and previous studies have shown 
substantial decrease in Cyanobacteria in ballast tanks due to their photosynthetic nature26, 
we would not expect to find Cyanobacteria growing in the bilge water. Therefore, we 
hypothesize that if Cyanobacterial reads were in high abundance in the bilge, it would 
indicate that there must be a source of port water containing Cyanobacteria to the bilge. 
This could be leakage around the propeller seal or splashes from the overlying port water.  
Our results demonstrate that Cyanobacteria are present on boat surfaces and in 
bilge water at relatively high abundances (Figure 2.4.A).  The average relative abundance 
of Cyanobacteria in port water was highest of these three sites (12.6% ± 76.2%).  
However, relatively high abundances of Cyanobacteria were also found in the bilge water 
(8.1% ± 67.8%) and in the swab samples (7.0% ± 58.5%) (Table A.6). This shows that 
while the proportion of Cyanobacteria present in our samples was highly variable, on 
average, a significant portion of the microbial community in each sample type is made up 
of Cyanobacteria. This supports the idea that there is a source of the overlying water into 




Figure 2.2.4 (A) Relative abundance of Cyanobacteria in each of our sample types. While 
there is a lot of variation in the abundance of Cyanobacteria between our different 
sample types and in each of the different locations, on average, each of our sample types 
is made up of a relatively high proportion of Cyanobacteria.  (B) Alpha diversity of 




 To further investigate the diversity of the Cyanobacterial populations present in 
our samples, we subset our data to only include Cyanobacteria and measured alpha 
diversity using two metrics, Observed ASVs and Shannon Diversity (Figure 2.4.B). The 
port water samples had the largest range at 4.28 Shannon diversity; the port water 
samples also had the highest mean and median (Shannon = 3.10 and 3.19, respectively) 
out of the three sample types. While the port water samples were the most diverse, there 
was also a relatively high mean diversity of the population of Cyanobacteria in bilge and 
swab samples (Shannon = 3.01 and 2.93, respectively). This data indicates that there is a 
diverse and abundant community of Cyanobacteria in the bilge water and on the boat 
surfaces which were sampled for this study. To quantitatively confirm our observation 
that there was a difference in the diversity of the microbial community, an ANOVA was 
performed which showed significant differences (p-values = < 0.001 for both Observed 
ASVs and Shannon diversity, Table A.7). A Tukey HSD post-hoc test was done to 
determine between which pairs of sample types there was a significant difference. The 
results of our post-hoc test showed a significant difference between all sample types for 
Shannon diversity; for Observed species there was a significant difference between all 
comparisons except for the swab-port water comparison (Table A.8). 
2.3.5 Quantifying the proportion of the water as a source in boat 
microbiomes 
 Our results support the hypothesis that the microbial community of port water 
influences the microbial community on the boat. To more finely investigate the ability of 
microbes from the port water to colonize boat surfaces and bilge water, we looked for 
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similarities between the boat samples and the port water using SourceTracker2.  Our 
results indicate that a substantial proportion of the microbial community from each of the 
two boat sites is recognized as port water by the SourceTracker model.  In our data set, 
the mean percent of the swab community recognized as port water was higher than the 
percent of the bilge water community recognized as port water (Figure 5.A). On average 
52% of the swab microbial community and 40% of the bilge water microbial community 
was recognized as port water by the SourceTracker model (Figure A.5, Table A.12). 
 To more finely test the accuracy of this model, we looked at the percentage of the 
microbial community in each sample recognized as the port in which the boat was during 
sample collection (home port).  Our models indicated that between 0% and 93.9% of the 
microbial community in the boat samples matched the microbial community in the home 
port, whereas between 0.12% and 96.8% of the bilge water microbial community was 
described as water from home port.  Using the output of proportions from SourceTracker 
(Figure A.4), we looked at how often it listed the home port as the largest proportion of 
the microbial community for the boat samples. Excluding the unknown portion of the 
microbial community, the home port was correctly listed as the highest proportion in the 
SourceTracker output in 17/37 (45.9%) bilge samples and 62/121 (51.2%) swab samples 
(Table 2.5).   
Location Bilge Swab 
Baltimore --- 4 
Busan --- 4 
Charleston 1 2 
Duluth Fall 1 --- 
Duluth Summer 2 1 
Galveston --- 1 
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Green Bay Fall 1 --- 
Green Bay Summer 2 2 
Hong Kong --- 5 
Keweenaw Summer 2 5 
Los Angeles  --- 3 
Martigues 1 2 
Naples --- 4 
New Orleans 2 2 
New York --- 1 
Norfolk --- 2 
Oakland --- 4 
Rotterdam  --- 3 
Seattle --- 2 
Singapore --- 7 
Venice  1 3 
Wilhelmshaven --- 5 
Total 17/37 62/121 
Percent Correct 45.9% 51.2% 
Table 2.5 Summary of the number of boat samples with the highest percentage of the 
bacterial community classified as coming from the correct home port by our 
SourceTracker model.  
These results demonstrate that the amount of the port water community that is on 
these boats is highly variable. Some of our boats showed very high similarity to port 
water and or the home port. Samples from Green Bay, Los Angeles, Baltimore, New 
Orleans, Singapore, Venice, Norfolk and Oakland showed > 75% similarity of the boat 
microbial community to port water (Figure 2.5). Additionally, some samples also showed 
> 75% similarity to the home port; these samples were from Green Bay, New Orleans and 
Baltimore (Figure 2.5).  To confirm the accuracy of the SourceTracker model, we used 
the model to classify the port water samples we had trained the model on.  The 
SourceTracker model accurately classified, on average, 92% of the microbial community 
in the port water samples as coming from the water, suggesting that this model was 
highly accurate for classifying water communities.  Interestingly, in most samples there 
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was a substantial amount of the boat microbial community that could not be classified as 
port water and thus between 3.19% and 99.9% percent of the boat microbial communities 
were classified as an unknown source. These results combine to demonstrate that the boat 
microbial community is highly influenced by the port water microbial community.   
 
Figure 2.5 (A) Proportion of bilge and swab samples classified by our SourceTracker 
model as water (sum of the proportions of all individual locations identified in a sample). 
(B) Proportion of bilge and swab samples classified as water from the correct home port 
where the samples were taken. The proportion identified as water from the home port 
was variable.  
2.4 Discussion 
 In this study, we compared similarities and differences in the microbial 
community of boats across twenty distinct locations worldwide. This study is among the 
largest global studies of microbial diversity on boats to-date.  Our goal was to determine 
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the extent to which microbial communities from port water influence the microbial 
community of previously underexplored locations on ships. A global analysis of the port 
water microbial communities used in the present study was performed in Ghannam et al 
(unpublished data).  Briefly, significant differences were observed in microbial 
community composition between different ports, even geographically adjacent ports.   
A few studies have looked at the microbial communities of ballast water and in 
shipping ports. Several studies support the presence of fecal indicator bacteria and 
pathogens in ballast water and have warned about the transfer of harmful organisms by 
ships; these studies have been done in Singapore, the Mediterranean Sea, the North Sea 
and the Port of Houston12, 65-68. Other studies have used next-generation sequencing to 
look at abundances of pathogens in ballast water; these studies have suggested that 
exchanging ballast water at sea is not effective at preventing the spread of harmful 
bacteria in ballast water12, 69. 
It has been well-documented that harmful bacteria are transported in ballast water 
on ships, we wanted to determine if other places on the boat can also be a means of 
transport for pathogens and other harmful aquatic organisms. While microbial 
communities in ballast water have been the focus of several studies, comparatively few 
studies have focused on microbial communities of bilge water. The limited studies done 
on bilge water focus on preventing further pollution by removing hydrocarbons and other 
contaminants before discharging the water back into the environment20, 70. To our 
knowledge, the microbial community of bilge water had not been characterized in detail 
and compared to the microbial community of port water prior to this study. 
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 Our results indicate that the boat bacterial communities were significantly 
different from the port water bacterial communities.  This is in line with a recent study of 
biofilms on submerged surfaces (including ship’s hulls), which showed that the microbial 
communities of the biofilms were more similar to each other than to the microbial 
community of the water column. E. coli and V. cholerae were quantified at relatively 
high abundances in the marine biofilm samples, suggesting that biofilms, including those 
on ships, can be an overlooked reservoir for pathogens 71. Additionally, similar to 
previous studies on ballast water 12, 50, 72-76, we have found that both bilge water and boat 
surface bacterial communities contain a diverse set of organisms related to pathogenic 
microbes. This finding suggests that bacterial life on boats is not limited to ballast tanks; 
bacterial communities from the water can exist on any ship, even if it lacks a ballast tank. 
 To better understand the potential of port water to enter into the bilge of a vessel 
we examined the abundance and diversity of Cyanobacteria in boat samples.  For the 
most part, Cyanobacteria are obligate phototrophs77.  The bilge compartment is typically 
dark, so we expected that the presence of Cyanobacteria in the bilge water would be 
indicative of a source outside of the vessel, presumably port water.  We have found the 
bilge water contains an abundant and diverse community of Cyanobacteria. This suggests 
that the Cyanobacterial community in bilge water most likely had its origin in the port 
water and that bacterial communities from the port water can colonize boats leading to 
similarities in the boat and port water microbial communities. 
 To further clarify the extent to which the boat microbial community was 
influenced by the port water, we used the program SourceTracker to determine the 
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proportion of the boat microbial community which reflected the port water. Our analysis 
showed that some of the boat samples had a very high proportion of the community 
which reflected the port water while others exhibited very little similarity to the port 
water.  Despite the variability, both bilge samples and boat surface samples demonstrated 
port water as a substantial source of the boat microbial community.  The ports with the 
highest percentage of port water microbes in the boat communities were Green Bay, 
Duluth, Singapore and New Orleans. In order for SourceTracker to accurately 
differentiate between sources, there must be sufficient differences in the microbial 
communities between locations. Work by Ghannam et al. (unpublished data, using the 
same port samples used in this study) showed the ability of supervised machine learning 
to accurately differentiate between ports using the port water microbial community 
(Ghannam et al, unpublished data).  
Many key differences were found in the port water microbial community that may 
give insights into the biosignature taxa that could be identified in boat samples. For 
example, each sample type for the Green Bay samples had significant abundances of 
Cyanobacteria, including some samples with high abundances of Microcystaceae, the 
family of Cyanobacteria which contains some of the organisms responsible for harmful 
algal blooms 78. In the 2013 State of the Bay Report, Lower Green Bay and Fox River 
had been classified as an area of concern, due to increased eutrophication 79. It seems that 
water problems due to Cyanobacterial blooms have been on the rise the past several years 
80, so it is not surprising that we found relatively high abundances of Microcystaceae 
(Family) and other types of Cyanobacteria in our Green Bay samples. Our results indicate 
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the microbial communities of boats are substantially influenced by the port water 
microbial communities to which they are exposed.  This expands on the work done on the 
microbial communities in ballast water, which have shown that ships can unintentionally 
move invasive species 9, 39, 41-43, 81, 82 and pathogens 12, 46, 74 in ballast water if care is not 
taken to prevent invasions.  Unlike in ballast water where the water is intentionally taken 
onto the ship and released in a controlled manner to maintain stability, the sites examined 
in this study pick up water and organisms in a passive manner. Furthermore, the release 
of organisms and water from these sites is typically done in an uncontrolled manner. Our 
results indicate that the microbial communities of the boats are strongly impacted by the 
water through which they pass and even in sites with passive exposure to port microbial 
communities, there are substantial signatures of the port microbial communities. 
While the SourceTracker analysis quantified some of the sources of the boat 
microbial community, some questions remain. One of the advantages of SourceTracker is 
that it allows for an “Unknown” category when quantifying the sources of samples. Our 
results indicate that on average 62.7% of the microbial community is derived from an 
unknown source (all sample types). This unknown portion of the microbial community 
must be quantified to determine additional sources from which microbes are able to 
influence the microbial communities on boats. It is possible for some other sources to be 
major contributors to the boat microbial community. While boats which spend the 
majority of their time in the home port were used for this study, water and microbes from 
other locations outside of the ports could complicate this analysis and contribute to the 
“Unknown” portion of the microbial community. Additionally, our models were built 
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from samples taken from a single time point and growth of microbes on the boat could 
contribute to the “Unknown” portion, further complicating our results. Despite these 
limitations, our results demonstrate that port water is a source of the microbial 
communities on boats. It is also possible that microbes found on dust in the air as well as 
soil microbes carried by humans may shape the microbial community on a vessel. This 
will help us to further clarify what determines the microbial community of boat samples. 
Additionally, classifying the unknown portion of the microbial community will help 
investigate the potential for vessels to disperse microbes from other biomes as well as 
carrying water microbes between ports.  
 This study also shows that bilge water reflects a variable proportion of the 
microbial community in the port water. This means the bilge microbial community of one 
boat may be highly representative of the water, while the bilge microbial community of a 
boat in another port may be minimally representative of the water. We already know that 
releases of large amounts of untreated ballast water can lead to introduction of invasive 
species and spread of pathogenic bacteria. While this work demonstrates the potential for 
port microbes to enter and colonize a vessel, more work is required to determine the 
persistence of these microbes from place to place. This would confirm the potential for 
bilge water to serve as an underappreciated mechanism for dispersal of organisms. 
Further studies are also needed to quantify how much bilge water is currently released 
from vessels and determine what concentration of organisms can be safely discharged 
without adverse effects to the environment. Future work will determine if current water 
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management regulations are adequate or if they need to be changed to prevent further 
introduction of invasive species and spread of microbes through shipping. 
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3 Sources of Boat Microbial Communities 
3.1 Introduction 
 For decades, boats have been moving large volumes of ballast water around the 
world to stabilize ships for safer and more efficient voyages. This is recognized as a 
conduit for dispersal of invasive species1, 4-8, 30. Regulations have been put in place to 
manage the negative effects of moving large amounts of ballast water around the world to 
slow the spread of invasive species24, 83. Ships are now required to undergo ballast water 
exchanges and/or treat their ballast water to prevent the spread of organisms in ballast 
water24, 37, 83. Most regulations have been designed to prevent the spread of macroscopic 
eukaryotic species. A few recent studies have suggested that ballast water exchanges are 
ineffective at removing microorganisms from ballast water12, 33, 65, 69. 
Microbial life on other parts of the boat is less frequently discussed, although it is 
a newly recognized problem with effects impacting the health of coastal environments11, 
12, 30. Bacteria have numerous survival strategies at their disposal (dormancy, asexual 
reproduction and biofilm formation21) which allow them to survive in the highly 
competitive environments, despite our best efforts to remove them. Microbial biofilms 
can also form on boat surfaces (on the hull and inside the ballast tank), which can be 
difficult to completely remove and can lead to corrosion and fouling18, 23, 84-88. 
Microorganisms can also live in the bilge water14, 20, 22, 34, 70, 88, which is discharged back 
into the environment and is not regulated for removal of biological organisms like ballast 
water24, 37, 83.  
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We previously characterized microbial communities of boats and shipping ports 
around the world88. Using source tracking software, we identified that, on average, about 
40% of the bilge microbial community and 52% of the boat surface microbial community 
was sourced from the water88. However, this average proportion was highly variable 
between geographic locations and vessels, suggesting there are other factors that also 
influence the boat microbiome. For example, airborne microorganisms as well as 
microorganisms found on docks, may be potential sources for the boat microbial 
community. If these sources do contribute to the boat microbial community, there is 
potential that microbes from these sources could be carried with vessels when they travel 
to new locations.  
Air contains a diverse, yet highly variable microbial community which is 
influenced by various sources including soil, vegetation and fecal material89, 90. Advances 
in next-generation sequencing and culture independent methods have shown that the air is 
home to a diverse population of microbes91-93. Air microbial communities vary 
significantly between different environments and change in response to several factors: 
season, climate, solar radiation and other environmental and meteorological parameters89, 
91-93.  
 Aside from a study looking at iron-oxidizing bacteria on docks made from steel 
sheet piling in the Duluth-Superior harbor94, we do not know of any studies looking at dock 
microbial communities. We expect that the dock will have similarities to soil microbial 
communities because soil may be carried onto the dock when people step onto it and 
because soil and dust could be blown onto the dock by wind. Dust microbial communities 
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are diverse and can include some human pathogens95, 96. One study looking at patterns of 
soil microbial communities across North America, South America and Antarctica found 
soil samples to be dominated by Acidobacteria, Proteobacteria and Verrucomicrobia97. 
Another study showed that soil samples from Oklahoma were dominated by 
Planctomycetes, Firmicutes and delta-Proteobacteria98. 
Here we explored potential sources to the boat microbiome besides water, which 
influence the boat microbial community.  We sought to quantify how significant those 
sources are in shaping the microbial community of various locations on a boat. In 
particular, we examined the effect of dock and air microbial communities in shaping the 
microbiome of the vessel to see if these sources can explain some of the variability in the 
boat microbial community and the unknown fraction of the community previously 
observed. We hypothesize 1) in addition to the port water microbial community, dock 
and air microbial communities influence the microbial community of the boat. 
To investigate the potential for microbial communities to persist on the boat, we 
explored the variability in microbial communities on each of the different boat sites. 
Previous studies have shown that the thickest biofilms form on surfaces when the flow 
rate is very slow99. Biofilms can release cells in response to quorum sensing or in 
response to increased sheer stress related to flow rate32. Because the flow of water against 
the hull of the boat is intermittent depending on the boat’s movement, we hypothesize 2) 
that the microbial community on the hull and transom of the vessel will be the most 
variable boat sites. 
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3.2 Materials and Methods 
Sample Collection 
 Samples were taken from the Portage Canal in Houghton, MI during the summer 
of 2018 on 11 days between June 19th and July 3rd. We collected four sample types for 
this study: water, air, dock, bilge water, hull and transom). Water samples were collected 
from the dock at the Great Lakes Research Center at Michigan Technological University 
(47.120571 N, -88.545425 W). One liter of water was filtered through a glass fiber pre-
filter and a 0.2 µm pore size polyether sulfone (PES) post-filter using a peristaltic pump. 
Boat samples were collected from the R/V Osprey. Bilge and boat surface samples were 
collected using sterile swabs (puritan sterile polyester tipped swabs). Three swabs were 
collected and pooled into a single tube. Air samples were collected by attaching a 0.2 µm 
filter to the end of a filter housing and using a vacuum pump to pull air through the filter 
for 10 minutes. Samples were frozen at -80℃ until further analysis was performed. 
DNA extraction and sequencing library preparation 
DNA was extracted from half of each filter and the other half was stored at -80℃ 
as an archive. All three of the swabs were used for the extraction, due to the expected low 
biomass of these samples.  We used the ZymoBIOMICS DNA Microprep kit (Zymo 
Research Corporation, Irvine CA). The manufacturer’s protocol was followed with the 
following exceptions: samples were processed in a homogenizer for 200 seconds at 5 m/s 
and then centrifuged at 12,000 x g for one minute. At least one extraction blank was done 
for every 23 samples that were extracted. 16S rRNA sequencing libraries were prepared 
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according to a modified version of the Illumina 16S rRNA Metagenomic Sequencing 
Library Preparation protocol. Briefly, an initial PCR was performed using Thermo 
Scientific Phusion Flash PCR Master Mix to amplify the V4 – V5 region of the 16S 
rRNA gene using the primers 515YF and 926R100. We used AxyPrep Mag PCR Clean-
Up beads to purify PCR products from the first round of amplification, according to the 
Illumina 16S rRNA protocol.  A second 8-cycle PCR was performed to add Illumina 
adaptors and indices for multiplexed sequencing. For each sample, distinct twelve base 
pair go-lay barcodes were added to the amplicons. Samples were then pooled to result in 
roughly similar amounts of PCR product for each sample. The pool of 16S rRNA gene 
products was then diluted to 4 nM and sequenced using the Illumina MiSeq. Sequencing 
was done using a v3 600-cycle Reagent Kit to produce 2x300 paired end run. 
16S rRNA sequence analysis  
 Raw 16S rRNA sequencing reads were demultiplexed by the Illumina MiSeq. We 
used the dada2 (divisive amplicon denoising algorithm) package in R28 to overlap paired-
end reads, merge, quality filter, and remove internal standard (phiX). Amplicon sequence 
variants (ASVs) were inferred. Denoised reads were merged and ASVs were assigned 
using the Silva database v132.  
Statistical Analysis of 16S rRNA reads 
 Analysis of our sequences was performed in R101. The sequence table was subset 
to remove quality control blanks. Diversity analysis was performed with the phyloseq 
package102. In order to determine the extent to which alternative sources contribute to the 
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boat microbiome, we first needed to examine the microbial diversity of each sample type 
and determine if the microbial community in the samples were sufficiently different from 
one another so that we could differentiate between them. To begin, our data was rarefied 
using the “rarefy even depth” function in phyloseq to a minimum sample size of 1017 
reads. Alpha diversity was measured using the “estimate richness” function in phyloseq; 
the metrics Shannon and Observed ASVs were used.  
To determine if there was a significant difference between the sample types, a 
one-way ANOVA was performed. This showed significance for both Observed ASVs 
and Shannon diversity. Base R101 was used to perform a Tukey HSD post-hoc test to 
determine between which  sample types there was a significant difference (Table 1). We 
also used phyloseq to examine differences in the microbial community composition 
between different sample types. Principle Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) plots were used to 
visualize these differences using a Bray Curtis dissimilarity matrix. A PERMANOVA 
was performed to look for statistically significant differences between pairwise 
comparisons of sample types. Before further analysis, mitochondrial DNA and 
chloroplasts were removed from our dataset.  
We calculated the coefficient of variation (CV) to measure within sample 
diversity. To do this we followed the methods of Shade et. al103. Samples were grouped 
by sample type and date before mean of Shannon diversity was calculated. Standard 
deviation (σ) was calculated for all samples without grouping. We divided the standard 
deviation of the Shannon diversity by the mean (µ) of the Shannon alpha diversity.  
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Following similar methods to Shade et. al103 we calculated median absolute 
deviation (MAD). To do this, we first calculated the median Shannon diversity (Xj) for 
all samples. Then we grouped the samples by sample type, date and filter type. We then 
subtracted the median Shannon diversity from the Shannon diversity (Xi) of each sample 
and calculated the absolute value of the result. We then found the median values of the 
absolute values for each group of samples. 
MAD = median(|Xi-median(Xj)|) 
We used SourceTracker2104 to quantify the mixing proportions for various sources 
of the boat microbial community. SourceTracker uses Latent Dirichlet Allocation and 
Gibbs sampling to deconvolute the mixing proportions of a sink sample into the source 
components. This approach has been used previously to understand the sources of 
microbes on surfaces in the built environment89, 104-106. Our air, dock and water samples 
were used as sources and our boat (surfaces and bilge) samples were used as sinks. For 
our ASV table, we used the same table that we had already rarified in Phyloseq so we did 
not rarefy our data in SourceTracker. Analysis was done with SourceTracker2 to look for 
additional sources of microbes which contribute to the boat microbial community (Figure 
5). Our model was trained using dock, air and water samples as sources. SourceTracker 
will classify any of sources it does not recognize into an “unknown” category. Once the 
model was trained, we classified the proportion of these three sources in our sinks which 
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were the different boat samples: bilge, transom and hull. Any sequences which were not 
associated with one of these sources were put into the unknown category.  
3.3 Results 
Overall Bacterial Diversity 
 We first explored this by measuring the alpha diversity of each of the different 
sample types using two measures: Shannon Diversity and Observed ASVs (Figure 1). 
Overall, water had the widest range of values in terms of diversity, and it had the highest 
median values for both measures. Air had the lowest diversity on average for both 
measures. However, air had the highest range in diversity of any sample type for both 
measures, suggesting that air samples were highly variable, but least diverse of all sample 
types. Aside from water, bilge samples had the highest median diversity of any sample 
type for both alpha diversity measures (Figure 1). Hull, transom and dock samples all had 





Figure 3.1 Alpha diversity of each sample type for both Observed ASVs and Shannon 
Diversity. 
An ANOVA showed a statistically significant difference between sample types 
for both measures (Shannon: p-value < 0.001, F-statistic 23.59, Degrees of Freedom 5. 
Observed: p-value < 0.001, F-statistic 19.71, Degrees of Freedom 5). For Shannon 
diversity the bilge versus air (p-value < 0.001), hull versus air (p-value 0.002), transom 
versus air (p-value < 0.050), water versus transom (p-value 0.0245) and water versus 
dock (p-value <0.001) comparisons were significant (Table 1). For Observed ASVs the 
bilge versus air (p-value <0.001), water versus air (p-value <0.001), water versus transom 
(p-value 0.006), water versus dock (p-value <0.001), and bilge versus dock (p-value 
0.026) comparisons were significant (Table B.1). This suggests that there is a statistically 
significant difference between some of the sample types which we can differentiate by 
looking at the microbial community of these samples. 
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A principle coordinates analysis plot (PCoA) was made to visually represent 
overall patterns in similarity of the microbial communities in samples to each other 
(Figure 2). Close proximity of two points on the PCoA plot suggests that those samples 
have very similar microbial communities. In general, the water samples cluster together 
on the left side of the plot, angled down towards the bottom of the figure. The transom 
samples are clustered together with the dock samples in the upper right corner of the 
figure. The air samples fall along a line toward the upper right side of the figure.  This 
suggests that the air samples vary considerably in their similarity to the water, dock, hull, 
and transom samples. The bilge samples form their own cluster near the water at the 
center bottom of the plot, suggesting that the bilge samples have more in common with 
some of water samples than with the boat surface and dock samples. Each sample type 
clustered differently, which suggests that each sample type varied in the microbial 




Figure 3.3.2 Principle Coordinates Analysis plot comparing the microbial community 
composition of samples to one another. 
These observations were supported by the results from PERMANOVA analysis 
(Table 2). Most comparisons were statistically significant, indicating different sample 
composition between sample types. Only one comparison was not significant: dock 
versus transom (with significance level of 0.05). This suggests, as observed in Figure 2, 
that the dock and transom are more similar to each other than to water, bilge and air 
samples. With alpha diversity we observed that the transom and dock were all similar to 
each other in terms of the microbial community richness and evenness; here we observe 
that transom and dock samples are also similar in terms of microbial community 
composition.  
Sources and Sinks 
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 Analysis with SourceTracker showed that overall, air was not a significant source 
for the boat microbial community. Air only contributed a small percentage (< 1%) to 
bilge, hull and transom. Water seemed to influence a small portion of the bilge microbial 
community (5.6%), but water was shown to contribute < 1% to hull and transom. The 
dock was shown to be a substantial source of the microbial community to hull and 
transom (14.4% and 64.5%, respectively). 
Figure 3.3.3 Summary of proportion of each boat sample (sink) attributed to each source 
by analysis with SourceTracker. 
Stability of Microbial Communities 
To further explore differences in the microbial community composition between 
our sample types, we looked at the phyla present in each sample type, we examined the 
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differences in the relative abundances phylum level taxonomic classifications between 
samples types. Across all sample types, there was a relatively high proportion of 
Bacteroidetes and Proteobacteria making up a substantial portion of the microbial 
community. On the hull, there was a considerable portion of Deinococcus-Thermus 
which was higher than any other sample type. Verrucomicrobia are present in higher 
proportions in air, bilge, transom and water than in the dock samples. Acidobacteria are 
present in the air, boat rear and hull samples at higher proportions than the other sample 
types. Both Verrucomicrobia and Acidobacteria are in relatively low proportions overall. 
Cyanobacteria and Planctomycetes are present in relatively low proportions across all 
sample types. The microbial community composition of bilge and water did not change 




Figure 3.4 Phyla present in each sample type presented as an average percentage over 
the entire study. 
 To observe the change in taxa across the time of sampling, we separated the taxa 
plot by sampling date (Figure 3.4). Overall, the microbial community composition did 
not change considerably over the course of sampling with a few exceptions. The hull 
samples had higher abundances of Deinococcus-Thermus from June 26th to June 28th. 
Towards the end of sample collection the samples became overall less diverse and were 





Figure 3.5 Phyla present in each sample type presented as an average percentage for 
each day during the study to illustrate the changes in microbial community composition 
over time. 
Overall, air samples had the most variation in phyla present throughout the study. 
Cyanobacteria were intermittently present in air samples between 1-4% of total reads. 
Planctomycetes and Chloroflexi were noted on June 28th at higher abundances (2% and 
1%, respectively) than any other day. Actinobacteria were present in air in highly 
variable amounts ranging from 44% to 4%. Verrucomicrobia were noted in the air on 
June 21 (4%) but were not present any other days at abundances greater than 1% (Figure 
3.5). The bilge samples in this present study were dominated by Actinobacteria, 




Figure 3.6 Coefficient of Variation showing the variability in the mean alpha diversity 
compared to the standard deviation of alpha diversity in each sample type over the 
course of the study. 
To investigate our second hypothesis, that the transom and hull were the most 
variable sites on the boat, we measured the coefficient of variation (CV) and the median 
absolute deviation (MAD) to summarize the changes in within-sample diversity. We did 
both of these calculation for both sources and sinks. According to CV analysis, the air 
was the most variable source followed by the dock and the water (Figure 3.6). Of the boat 
samples, the transom had the highest average CV (0.166) closely followed by the hull 
(0.160). The bilge had the lowest CV of any boat site (0.148). MAD analysis (Figure 3.6) 
had very similar results with the air showing the highest variability (1.81) followed by the 
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dock and water (1.07 and 0.321, respectively). The transom and hull had similar 
variability, although the transom was slightly higher (0.867 and 0.753, respectively). The 
bilge had the lowest MAD of any of the boat sites (0.356). 
3.4 Discussion 
Microbial Diversity of Boat Sites 
  We previously characterized boat microbial communities around the world, 
showing a diverse microbial community in the bilge compartment and on the boat 
surface88. Additionally, previous studies have found robust microbial communities in 
air89, 91, 92, 96, 107, 108, soil97, 109, 110 and dust95 samples. In this present study we look at how 
air and dock microbial communities influence the microbial community of boats and 
explore how dock and airborne sources can influence the boat microbial community. The 
dominant taxa in our boat samples (hull and transom) were Proteobacteria, Bacteroidetes 
and Actinobacteria. Hull samples also had higher proportions of Deinococcus-Thermus. 
The taxa present in the hull and transom samples was variable throughout the course of 
the study. 
 Taxa present in the hull, transom and bilge varied considerably between the 
different sample types over the course of the study. The transom had the highest 
concentration of Cyanobacteria of any of the boat samples This makes sense as the boat 
was docked with the rear facing east during the course of the study, allowing for lots of 
morning sunlight. The boat would have been in the shade during the remainder of the day 
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which is a possible explanation as to why the hull did not have the same large population 
of Cyanobacteria. The bilge is a mostly enclosed environment, so it makes sense that the 
microbial community composition remained relatively consistent throughout the course 
of this study and was not as strongly influenced by the environment. This experiment was 
carried out on a pilot scale and the results of this study should be confirmed with 
additional studies using more than one boat in additional locations for more robust 
results.  
 Sources and Sinks 
 SourceTracker has been used to previously characterize many different types of 
samples including air108, boat88,  and dust95 samples. It has also been successfully used to 
detect contamination of coastal areas with wastewater105 and identify microbial sources in 
several environments including ICU wards, classrooms and office environment96. 
According to our SourceTracker results, water seemed to influence a small portion of the 
bilge microbial community, but water did not seem to influence any of the boat surface 
sampling sites. This contradicts what we found previously in our global study where we 
found that on average 52% of the hull microbial community was derived from the 
water88.  
We hypothesize this discrepancy is due to the fact that the boats in this study were 
docked for the entire period of the study, decreasing the opportunity for microorganisms 
from the water to colonize the boat due to reduced water splash on the sides of the boat. 
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Additionally, the boat was docked, so this increased the opportunity for microorganisms 
from the dock to colonize the boat.  
Stability of Communities  
Our dock samples were dominated by Proteobacteria (94-65% throughout the 
sampling period) and a considerably smaller population of Bacteroidetes (15-8% 
throughout the sampling period). We hypothesize that dock microbial communities will 
be similar to soil microbial communities because soil can be tracked onto docks and dust 
can be blown onto docks by wind. Our results showed that the dock microbial community 
varied over time in terms of which phyla were present. Previous studies show the same 
thing in soil microbial communities, that they are diverse and highly variable between 
sites111, 112. Very little work has been done to characterize the microbial communities of 
hull, transom and bilge water88. Because the hull and transom are exposed to the 
environment (wind, rain, etc.) we hypothesize that this allows for many different 
variables to impact the boat microbiome. 
 A study of the outdoor air microbiome of eight different Midwest cities showed 
that the atmosphere near the earth’s surface contained a diverse bacterial community with 
7 bacterial phyla represented with a considerable proportion of the community made up 
of Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes. The phyla represented in 
the Midwest study are consistent with the phyla found in in our samples. In our air 
samples, 14 bacterial phyla were represented at abundances greater than 1%; 
Proteobacteria, Bacteroidetes and Actinobacteria dominated our air samples, which 
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agrees with the Midwest study.  The high variability in the diversity of our air samples 
agrees with previous research showing links between weather changes and variability in 
air microbial communities89, 91-93 as our samples were collected over the span of 13 days 
in varying weather conditions (Table 3).  
CV and MAD analysis both showed that air was the most variable of our 
proposed sources to the boat microbiome. This agrees with previous studies which found 
air to have a highly variable microbiome89, 92, 108. Dock was the next most variable of our 
proposed sources. There is very little research on dock microbiomes, however, soil 
microbial communities have been found to be highly variable89, 97, which agrees with our 
CV and MAD results. We show the transom and hull to be more variable than the bilge. 
This agrees with our previous work on boat microbiomes which showed that port water 
was a bigger source to boat surfaces than to bilge water88. We hypothesize that this is 
because the bilge is mostly closed off and somewhat sheltered from the environment. 
This could have implications on whether or not microbes are able to persist in the bilge as 
a boat travels.  
Conclusions 
 In conclusion, we evaluated the influence of dock and air microbial communities 
on the boat microbial community. We found that the air contributed relatively little to the 
overall boat microbiome. However, we showed that the dock microbial community 
contributes substantially the to hull and transom microbial communities (between 14-
64%). This suggests that terrestrial sources may be an underappreciated source of 
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microbes to boats and other vessels which could serve as a vector to move terrestrial 
microorganisms around. This should be confirmed with other studies looking at more 
boats in more locations. Additionally, it would be interesting to see how long terrestrial 
as well as aquatic microbial signatures persist on a boat when it travels to other locations.  
In addition, we showed that the transom (closely followed by the hull) was the most 
variable part of the boat, supporting our hypothesis that the transom would be the most 









4.1 Chapter 1 Conclusions 
In summmary, there are four major gaps in the current literature which were 
summarized in Chapter 1: 1) lack of understanding of microbial biogeography, 2) lack of 
characterization of microbial diversity on different boat sites, 3) lack of understanding of 
the sources to the boat microbiome and 4) whether microbial signatures from one area 
persist when a boat travels. 
Microbial biogeography needs to be better understood before we can make 
conclusions about whether or not invasive microbes have the potential to be a problem. 
The different microbial diversity of each region of the world needs to be characterized 
before such conclusions can be made. It needs to be better understood if regions of the 
world have distinct microbial communities. Additionally, we do not currently know if 
microorganisms moving from one location to another are able to survive in and colonize 
a new location.  
The microbial diversity on the different areas of a boat also needs to be better 
understood in order to evaluate boats as a possible vector for dispersal of mirobial 
species. While the microbial communities of ballast water have been the focus of many 
research studies, few studies to date have looked at other places on the boat such as the 




In addition to characterizing the microbial community of boats, we also lack 
knowledge of the potential sources of microorganisms which contribute to the microbial 
community on boats. It would be useful to know if boats have to potential to transport 
microbes from sources other than water. Lastly, there is a lack of research discussing the 
persistance of microorganisms from one port as the boat travels to a new location. 
4.2 Chapter 2 Conclusions 
The objective of this study was to characterize the microbial community of a few 
locations on several boats and to compare and contrast the boat microbial community to 
that of the water. To our knowledge, this is the biggest study of ships and port water to 
date. Our objectives were to determine 1) to what extent the boat (bilge and hull) reflects 
the microbial community in the water and 2) to investigate how the boat microbial 
community is influenced by port water.  
By characterizing the diversity of the microbial samples from 20 ports in 5 
regions of the world, we found that the port water samples were more diverse than the 
boat samples. However, the bilge and boat surface samples had diverse microbial 
communities as well, showing that microbes from the water do colonize boats that spend 
time in that water. We also found robust communities of Cyanobacteria in all of our boat 
samples including bilge water. Because Cyanobacteria are phototrophs which need 
sunlight to thrive, we suggest that they entered the bilge from the water. 
Using source tracking software, we show that the bilge and boat surface samples 
were, on average, 40% and 52% similar to the port water, respectively. There was a lot of 
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variability in the proportion of the microbial community which was described as coming 
from the water. This suggests that there are additional factors, aside from port water, 
which contribute to the boat microbiome. 
4.3 Chapter 3 Conclusions 
In this study, we investigated the impact of dock and air microbial communities on 
the boat microbial community. We found that the air contributed relatively little to the 
overall boat microbiome. However, we showed that the dock microbial community 
contributes heavily to the hull and transom microbial communities. We also explored the 
variability of the microbial community on each boat site. In doing this, we showed that 
the transom (closely followed by the hull) was the most variable part of the boat, 
supporting our hypothesis. These results should be confirmed with other studies looking 
at more boats in more locations. Additionally, it would be interesting to see how long 
terrestrial as well as aquatic microbial signatures persist on a boat when it travels to other 
locations.   
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Outboard 30 30 0 0 7 
Busan, South Korea Inboard 32 31 1 0 5 
Charleston, SC, 
U.S.A. 
Outboard 31 31 1 1 9 
Duluth Fall, MN, 
U.S.A. 
Outboard 0 32 0 1 0 
Duluth Summer, 
MN, U.S.A. 
Outboard 31 30 1 1 4 
Galveston, TX, 
U.S.A. 
Outboard 26 27 0 0 7 
Green Bay Fall, WI, 
U.S.A. 




Outboard 32 32 1 1 4 




Outboard 38 37 2 1 5 
Keweenaw Fall, 
MI, U.S.A. 
Outboard 0 36 0 0 0 
Los Angeles, CA, 
U.S.A. 






Martigues, France Inboard 31 31 1 1 4 
       
Naples, Italy Inboard 28 29 1 1 6 
New Orleans, LA, 
U.S.A. 
Outboard 31 31 1 1 4 
New York, NY, 
U.S.A. 
Outboard 32 32 2 0 6 
Norfolk, VA, 
U.S.A. 
Inboard 30 30 0 0 8 
Oakland, CA, 
U.S.A. 
Outboard 29 29 1 1 5 
Rotterdam, 
Netherlands 
Outboard 31 32 2 2 7 
Seattle, WA, U.S.A. Inboard 30 30 3 0 5 
Singapore Inboard 32 33 2 2 10 
Venice, Italy Inboard 28 28 1 1 8 
Wilhelmshaven, 
Germany 






Table A.2: One-way ANOVA indicating significant difference between bacterial diversity of sample types for both alpha 
diversity measures (Shannon and Observed ASVs), demonstrating that the bacterial community on the boat is significantly 




F Value P Value 
Observed 3 16.68 9.48e-11 
Shannon 3 34.96 <2e-16 
 
Table A.3: Summary of Tukey HSD (post hoc) test results. P-values for Observed ASVs (upper triangle) and Shannon diversity 
(lower triangle). These results show a statistically significant difference between each of the sample types for both alpha 
diversity metrics used. This suggests that the bacterial community in each of our sample types is unique and distinct from the 
other sample types. 
 Port Water Bilge Swab 
Port Water  <0.0001 0.0193 
Bilge <0.0001  0.0003 
Swab <0.0001 0.0023  
 
Table A.4 PERMANOVA of sample types shows a statistically significant difference between each pairwise comparison of the 
sample types. Upper triangle shows p-values, lower triangle describes R2 values 
 Port Water Bilge Swab 
Port Water  0.001 0.001 
Bilge 0.004  0.001 







Table A.5 Analysis with DESeq2 shows the enrichment of specific ASVs in swab samples vs. port water samples. This 
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-3.07668 0 
Bacteroidete









les Burkholderiaceae RS62_marine_group 
-2.98304 0 
Actinobacter









les Burkholderiaceae RS62_marine_group 
-2.89006 0 
Actinobacter















s Bacteroidia Flavobacteriales Flavobacteriaceae NS3a_marine_group 
-2.65892 0 
Bacteroidete















ia Oxyphotobacteria Chloroplast NA NA 
-2.53177 0.0007 
Bacteroidete
















































ria Oceanospirillales Litoricolaceae Litoricola 
-2.40735 0.0063 
Cyanobacter






































































































































































ria SAR86_clade NA NA 
-2.0357 0 
Bacteroidete






Table A.6 DESeq enrichment table for bilge vs. port water comparison. Analysis with DESeq2 showed the enrichment of 
specific ASVs in swab samples vs. port water samples. This comparison showed 38 ASVs significantly enriched in the port 
water and no ASVs enriched in the bilge samples relative to the port water. 
Open Water Enriched 
log2FoldChang
e padj Phylum Class Order Family Genus 
-5.50948 0 
Cyanobacteri














a Oxyphotobacteria Chloroplast NA NA 





a Alphaproteobacteria SAR11_clade Clade_I Clade_Ia 
-4.55037 0 
Proteobacteri
a Alphaproteobacteria Rhodobacterales Rhodobacteraceae Planktomarina 
-4.41666 0.0003 
Cyanobacteri
a Oxyphotobacteria Chloroplast NA NA 
-4.3832 0 Bacteroidetes Bacteroidia Flavobacteriales Cryomorphaceae NA 
-4.36032 0 Bacteroidetes Bacteroidia Flavobacteriales Cryomorphaceae NA 
-4.31001 0 
Proteobacteri































a Oxyphotobacteria Chloroplast NA NA 










































a Alphaproteobacteria SAR11_clade Clade_I Clade_Ia 
-3.78044 
0.0055

























































7 Bacteroidetes Bacteroidia Flavobacteriales Flavobacteriaceae Formosa 
-3.20628 0.0067 
Proteobacteri






















Table A.7: Average abundance of phyla which are higher in the bilge than in the port water in specific locations, 
demonstrating that there are observable differences between bilge and port water when observing specific taxa in specific  
locations, despite the fact that  analysis with DESeq2 did not show any differentially enriched ASVs in the bilge water. 
Average Abundance of Phyla in Bilge and 
Open Water 
Phylum Location Bilge 
Port 
Water 
Actinobacteria Duluth Fall 0.063 0.0463 
Actinobacteria 
Green Bay 
Fall 0.0528 0.041 
Actinobacteria 
Keweenaw 
Summer 0.1742 0.1361 
Actinobacteria Los Angeles 0.2086 0.104 
Actinobacteria Martigues 0.3217 0.0592 
Actinobacteria Naples 0.1807 0.0992 
Actinobacteria Oakland 0.2067 0.0497 
Actinobacteria Rotterdam 0.2473 0.1259 
Actinobacteria Seattle 0.4704 0.0847 
Actinobacteria Singapore 0.3483 0.2085 
Bacteroidetes Duluth Fall 0.3116 0.2892 
Bacteroidetes 
Duluth 
Summer 0.2988 0.2777 
Bacteroidetes 
Green Bay 
Fall 0.2918 0.2894 
Bacteroidetes 
Green Bay 
Summer 0.2693 0.2063 
Cyanobacteria Busan 0.1606 0.0639 







Cyanobacteria Duluth Fall 0.1569 0.1025 
Cyanobacteria 
Green Bay 
Fall 0.0968 0.0768 
Cyanobacteria 
Keweenaw 
Summer 0.201 0.1833 
Cyanobacteria Los Angeles 0.1508 0.0964 
Cyanobacteria Martigues 0.071 0.0592 
Cyanobacteria Naples 0.518 0.2173 
Cyanobacteria 
New 
Orleans 0.2685 0.183 
Cyanobacteria New York 0.2337 0.0762 
Cyanobacteria Oakland 0.1301 0.0495 
Cyanobacteria Rotterdam 0.2893 0.0703 
Cyanobacteria Seattle 0.1056 0.0489 
Cyanobacteria Singapore 0.1802 0.0583 
Cyanobacteria Venice 0.3094 0.136 
Firmicutes New York 0.0334 0.0237 
Planctomycetes 
Green Bay 
Fall 0.0367 0.0333 
Planctomycetes 
Green Bay 
Summer 0.0462 0.0389 
Planctomycetes 
Keweenaw 
Summer 0.0594 0.0499 
Planctomycetes Rotterdam 0.0573 0.0415 
Planctomycetes Venice 0.069 0.0497 
Proteobacteria Busan 0.4753 0.4504 









Orleans 0.3926 0.368 
Verrucomicrobia Charleston 0.0391 0.036 
Verrucomicrobia 
Duluth 
Summer 0.0457 0.0403 
Verrucomicrobia 
Keweenaw 
Summer 0.0371 0.0303 
Verrucomicrobia Los Angeles 0.0345 0.0293 







Table A.8 Analysis with DESeq2 to look for differentially abundant ASVs between the port water and the boat samples (both 
bilge and swab samples) showed 9 ASVs enriched in the boat samples relative to 80 ASVs enriched in the port water. 
Boat Enriched 
log2FoldCha






























































s Pseudomonadaceae Pseudomonas 
Port Water Enriched 
log2FoldCha












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A.1 Average abundance of genera associated with pathogens is highly variable across each sample type. Port water 
samples had ten genera frequently associated with pathogens while swab and bilge samples represented seven and eight 
genera, respectively. Swab and bilge samples had a higher percentage of reads from genera associated with pathogens (13.4% 
and 6.0%, respectively) than port water (4.4%).
 
 
Figure A.2 Abundance of genera associated with pathogens showing variance between sample types and location. Swab and 
bilge samples have higher abundances of these genera on average than the port water samples. Pseudomonas spp. are highly 









Table A.9 Range of the relative abundance of genera closely associated with common water-borne pathogens found in each 
sample type. The abundances of these genera were highly variable between sample type and location. 
Family Genus Port Water Bilge Swab 
Aeromonadaceae Aeromonas 0.003±0.019 --- 0.002±0.002 
Burkholderiaceae Ralstonia 0.001 --- --- 
Enterobacteriaceae Klebsiella 0.003±0.002 0.001 0.002±0.001 







Mycobacteriaceae Mycobacterium 0.004±0.021 0.017±0.081 0.008±0.033 
Pseudomonadaceae Pseudomonas 0.010±0.930 0.020±0.052 0.100±0.660 
Staphylococcaceae Staphylococcus 0.006±0.020 0.002±0.001 0.007±0.012 
Vibrionaceae Vibrio 0.008±0.277 0.010±0.027 0.005±0.018 
Xanthomonadaceae Stenotrophomonas 0.003±0.008 0.001 0.004±0.006 
 
Table A.10 Variance of the average, minimum and maximum relative abundance of Cyanobacteria (phylum) found in each 
sample type. The presence of Cyanobacteria in the bilge compartment supports our hypothesis that the bacterial community on 
the boat is strongly influenced by the port water. 
Sample Type Average Minimum Maximum 
Port water 0.126 0.011 0.762 
Bilge 0.081 0.010 0.678 
Swab 0.070 0.011 0.585 
 
Table A.11 ANOVA of the population of Cyanobacteria in each sample type shows a statistically significant difference between 
the alpha diversity of Cyanobacteria our different sample types. Significant p-values were given for both Shannon diversity 
and Observed ASVs. 
Diversity Metric Degrees of Freedom F-Value P-value 
Shannon 2 24.56 < 0.001 
Observed 2 51.31 < 0.001 
 
Table A.12: Summary of  p-values for Tukey HSD (post hoc) test results for the population of Cyanobacteria found in our 
samples. Both Observed ASVs (upper triangle) and Shannon diversity (lower triangle) showed statistically significant 
differences between the population of Cyanobacteria in each of our sample types. 
 Port Water Bilge Swab 







Bilge < 0.001  0.0096 
Swab < 0.001 0.001  
 
Figure A.3 Summary of SourceTracker results showing the similarity of each boat sample to the port water. The bilge samples 
are divided into two categories to represent boats with inboard and outboard engines because the engine type may affect how 




Figure A.4 Proportions output by SourceTracker, separated by sample type, location and season (for Great Lakes samples). 







samples (swab and bilge). We suggest that this is due to factors other than port water which also influence the bacterial 








Figure A.5 Average proportion of each sample type which was correctly classified as each location by SourceTracker. All of 
the colored part together represents how much of the microbial community (on average) is classified as water.
 
 
Table A.13 Average SourceTracker proportions of each sample type described as water (sum of average proportion from each 
location). 
 Bilge Port Water Swab 
Percent Port Water 40% 92% 52% 
 
